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zoiper has a simple and intuitive user interface, where you do not need to learn new controls. with a few taps on the screen, zoiper can answer and dial any phone number. you can dial a contact by name or search for a contact on the device's address book. there are two virtual buttons on the
right side of the softphone that allow you to send a call to a contact or dial a number. we like the concept of the virtual buttons, as you can just drag and drop numbers onto the virtual buttons and it will work. it is like a dial pad on steroids. zoiper for android is a voip softphone for android

devices, including phones and tablets. zoiper supports iax and sip. it's primed for remote working and is capable of fully replacing a desk phone. there are two versions of the softphone: a free version and a premium version. the premium (gold) version includes wideband codecs, conferencing,
encryption (zrtp), and call transfer at $8.99. we'll make a distinction between the free and premium versions throughout the article. zoiper for android is a great sip client for mobile devices. zoiper works with mobile networks (2g, 3g, and 4g) and wifi, which allows you to make calls from

practically anywhere. zoiper has solid voice quality and innovative native dialer integration. the free version is formidable enough that you could probably use it for business even with limited functionality. the free version of zoiper is good enough for a personal use case, but it is not a good
business tool. for example, it does not include a business address book and the premium version provides enterprise features like voicemail, conferencing, call transfer, and encryption. zoiper is not a stand-alone voip client, but an app that integrates into your android device. after you have

purchased the zoiper app, you must download the app store app for your device.
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however, if you are looking for a free voip client, there are a few options to consider. callrecorder is a good free voip client with similar features to zoiper, and there are also apps that allow you to make calls from your desktop. ringplus is the best voip client for android and even for ios. we
strongly recommend it to anyone looking for a quality voip app that can replace a desk phone, a mobile phone, and a landline. the ringplus app is available for both android and ios devices, and you can download it from this link. zoiper for windows does a great job of providing voip services, and

the mobile apps are quite solid as well. you can access voip services by dialing out with the phone app, by connecting to a local ip address, or via wi-fi. the client even works with wifi calling in the us. zoiper offers up to 15 free minutes of free calls to all members of the same plan. from there,
calls are $0.00 for all plans except the unlimited plan, which offers calls for $0.12 per minute. when you run out of minutes on a call, you get sent back to the main screen. zoiper is a surprisingly feature-rich app that does the basics of voip pretty well. the app supports video calls with high

quality on the cellular network and over wifi. you can also control the app with a web interface. unfortunately, we didn’t get to test the app's call forwarding feature. the app also lacks functionality to make phone calls over other networks besides your mobile or wifi connection. when you make a
call, zoiper always makes sure to mute your microphone first, which can be annoying if you’re using it for video calls. on top of that, the app doesn’t offer any call forwarding options, which can be a dealbreaker for some users. 5ec8ef588b
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